---)Auditory induction is the apparent continuation of a fainter sound when alternated rapidly with a more intense interrupting sound. n t present study induction of discrete (non-alternating) tones by 'contextual " tones was examined in three experiments using signal detection methods. Listeners were asked to detect pure tone signals of constant, rising, or falling frequency embedded in noise bursts. The noise bursts were preceded A DD , , ~~Unclassified.... )and followed by contextual tones at were designed to produce a constant or changing frequency context, !rhe results of the first two experiments showed that detection of "in-context" signals (e.g., a rising frequency signal in a rising frequency context) was associated with an increased false-alarm rate and lowered sensitivity compared to "out-of-context" signals (e.g., a falling frequency signal in a rising frequency context). To examine the possible influence of peripheral masking a third experiment was conducted in which signals and contextual tones were presented to different ears. The same pattern of selective contextual impairment of detection performance was obtained. The results indicated that auditory induction can occur with discrete presentation of tones: the contextual tones are perceived as continuing through the noise bursts and this illusion degrades detection performance. However, the effect occurs only when a signal to be detected is consistent with its context. The results also suggest that auditory induction and masking are independent processes that can cumulatively degrade detection performance with nonspeech sounds. Bottom-up factors such as the acoustic waveform and peripheral auditory mechanisms determine the initial input while top-down factors related to a listener's skills, intentions, and knowledge act upon this input to construct a perceptual representation. Since auditory perception usually reflects the joint or interactive influence of both bottom-up and top-down factors (e.g., Samuel, 1981a ) a strict division of factors affecting perception into bottom-up and top-down cannot always be made.
One important top-down factor influencing auditory perception is attentional focusing (Swets, in press ), which allows a listener to direct limited-capacity attentional resources to important aspects of the auditory input. For example, temporal structure can facilitate attentional focusing on specific elements of a pattern (Watson & Kelly, 1981) . Listeners can also use their knowledge of structural constraints to improve their ability to detect missing pattern elements in complex auditory patterns (Howard, O'Toole, Parasuraman, & Bennett, Note 1). As a listener gains familiarity with sound patterns, attentional focusing allows particularly salient aspects of the pattern to be perceived with greater clarity.
Another top-down factor in perception is "auditory induction," which is the general term for an auditory illusion in which sounds not actually in the waveform are perceived as being present given a certain "context" (Warren, Obusek, & Ackroff, 1972) . In speech research the phenomenon is referred to as
"phonemic restoration" (e.g., Warren, 1970; Samuel, 1981a Samuel, , 1981b . In research on the perception of nonspeech sounds, the effect has alternately been referred to as the "picket fence" effect (Hiller & Licklider, 1950) , an auditory "figure-ground" effect (Thurlow, 1957) , "auditory continuity" (Thurlow & Elfner, 1959) , and the "pulsation threshold4 (Houtgast, 1972) .
Auditory induction has been shown to occur when sounds are alternated: one sound is perceived as continuously present (the induced sound) while the other sound (the inducing sound) is perceived as intermittent, or pulsing. Certain conditions, which roughly coincide with the conditions necessary for masking (Warren et al., 1972) , must be met for the effect to occur. In general, when a sound of long duration and low intensity (the induced sound) is interrupted with a sound of shorter duration and higher intensity (the inducing sound) the fainter sound is perceived as continuous. The effect is diluted or absent when silence is inserted between the sounds. Auditory induction has been shown to occur with two alternating tones of similar frequency (Dannenbring & Bregman, 1976; Elfner, 1971; Houtgast, 1972; Thurlow & Elfner, 1959; Warren et al., 1972) , with three alternating tones differing only in intensity (Warren, et al., 1972) , with noise as the induced sound and a tone as the inducing sound (Elfner & Caskey, 1965; Elfner, 1969; Elfner & Homick, 1966; Elfner & Marsella, 1966) , with a tone as the induced sound and noise as the inducing sound (Warren, et al., 1972; Dannenbring, 1976) , and with alternating noise bursts (Thurlow & Marten, 1962; Dannenbring & Bregman, 1976) .
Top-down processes are extremely useful in the perception of complex acoustic patterns. Attentional focusing allows selected portions of these patterns to be perceived with greater clarity (Howard et al., Note 1); auditory induction allows portions of the acoustic waveform that are missing or masked to be reinstated. Samuel (1981a Samuel ( , 1981b has shown that speech perception under noisy or degraded conditions may be enhanced considerably by auditory induction.
However, while auditory induction may benefit perception of speech, it may hinder performance of nonspeech perceptual tasks. In certain monitoring situations (e.g. passive sonar), auditory induction may degrade performance if sounds not present in the auditory input are induced, thus causing false target reports.
Previous research has examined auditory induction only in the context of rapid and continuously alternating sounds. For example, Warren et al. (1972) asked listeners to adjust the intensity of to-be-induced tones that were alternated with a 1000 Hz inducing tone. The intensity required to make the tone sound Just continiuous was used as an estimate of auditory induction.
These results cannot be easily generalized since rapid alternation has been shown to distort the perception of stimuli. Bregman (1978), for example, has
shown that tones of sufficient frequency separation form "streams" or "channels" which are perceived as simultaneous and independent, rather than as temporally alternating. The present study investigated auditory induction in a more generalized task situation (non-alternating, or discrete sounds) that allows the use of a signal detection paradigm to measure induction effects on perceptual performance.
Three experiments were carried out using pure tone signals embedded in or signal plus noise (SN).
In the context or induction condition, the 200 M3 observation period was preceded and then followed by a "contextual" tone, constant in frequency and 800 ms in duration. The durations and intensities of the preceding and following contextual tones and the noise burst were chosen so that auditory induction would be likely to occur (Dannenbring, 1976) . Figure  1 shows the composite structure of the stimuli in the context and no-context conditions.
If auditory induction occurs, the preceding tone would be perceived as continuing through the noise burst and extending to the following tone.
Therefore, it was hypothesized that the context condition would produce a higher false-alarm rate than the no-context condition. It was also hypothesized that in the context condition listeners would be able to detect the rising and falling signals but would show a degraded ability to detect the constant tone because of auditory induction, whereas all three signals would be equally detectable in the no-context condition.
Insert Fig. 1 Green, McKey, and Licklider, 1959) .
Apparatus. All experimental events were controlled by a general purpose " ' In the practice block the initial signal-to-noise ratio (E/No=23) was chosen so that signals were relatively easy to detect. Following several practice trials at this level, the signal-to-noise ratio was reduced to E/No=21, and finally to the level used in the experimental blocks, E/No=19. The context and no-context conditions were presented in different experimental blocks.
Within each experimental block, N and SN trials were presented an equal number of times. On any SN trial, the constant, rising, or falling signal could occur with equal a priori probability, and feedback was given. A total of 1152 trials was presented to each listener.
Results
The proportion of false alarms, P(FA), and of correct signal detections (Hits), P(H), for each of the three signal types, were obtained for each listener in both the context and the no-context conditions. A t test was used to compare P(FA) in the context and no-context conditions. A two (context condition) by three (signal type) analysis of variance was performed on the P(H) data.
Insert Fig. 2 about here
The mean values of P(FA) were 0.20 in the context condition and 0.09 in the * no-context condition. A t test for repeated measures indicated that the false-alarm rate was significantly higher for the context than for the no-context condition, t(7)=4.0, p<.01.
For P(H), the main effects of signal type, F(2,14)=48.37, p<.001, and context, F(1,7)=13.50, p<.01, and the interaction between signal type and context, F(2,14)=13.91, p<.001, were significant. Simple effects were computed to examine the nature of the interaction further. The simple effects of context on the hit rate were significant for the constant signal, F(1,7)=47.01, P<.001, -but neither for the rising, E(1,7) < 1.0, nor the falling, <(1,7) ( 1.0, signal.
As Figure 2 indicates, the hit rate for the constant signal was lower in the contextual than in the no-context condition; however, context had no effect on (rising or falling frequency signals). However, the increase in false-alarm rate across conditions, which suggests that induction leads to a more relaxed detection criterion, was not accompanied by a similar increase in hit rate, which decreased significantly for "in-context" signals. This suggests that the context condition also produced a decrease in sensitivity. However, this could not be tested since a pure measure of sensitivity (e.g., d' or P(A)) could not be computed separately for each context-signal combination.
An explanation of the decrease in hit rate in terms of masking is also possible, i.e., the contextual tones were a more efficient masker for the constant signal than for the rising or falling signals.
To explore this
possibility Experiment 2 attempted to minimize the effects of masking and change the predictions based on induction by including different contextual tone pairs.
• -A small modification in the procedure was made. The same signal parameters used in Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 2.
However, two contextual conditions were compared: falling, or high-to-low (H-L) and rising, or low-to-high (L-H) frequency contexts. 
Results
The false-alars rate, P(FA), and the hit rate, P(H), were computed as in Experiment 1, except that separate P(FA) values were obtained for each signal type. The hit and false-alarm probabilities were also used to compute a nonparametric estimate of sensitivity, P(A) (Pollack and Norman, 1964) .
Separate two (context condition) by three (signal type) analyses of variance were performed on the P(H), P(FA), and P(A) data.
Insert not for the constant signal, F(1,7) < 1.0. As Figure 6 indicates, the hit rate for the rising signal was lower in the L-H than in the H-L contextual condition whereas the hit rate for the falling signal was lower in the H-L than in the L-H contextual condition.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 show that induction leads to a increase in false alarms that is specific to the associated context-signal combination. In addition, the results confirmed that sensitivity of the constant-frequency signal was unaffected by context, whereas sensitivity for the rising and falling signals were lowered when presented "in-context" (rising and falling contexts, respectively Three listeners were dropped after one session because they were unable to detect tones with a signal-to-noise ratio of E/No=17 at above-chance levels.
Stimuli. New 200 ms N and SN stimuli were constructed using the same parameters as in the previous experiments except that the SN bursts had a lower signal-to-noise ratio (E/No of 17), and the constant signal was not included in *the experiment. The contextual tones were exactly the same as Experiment 2.
Apparatus. Another channel using similar instrumentation was employed to Listeners were instructed to reverse the headphones after a practice or experimental block;
short breaks were given after each block except the second experimental block where listeners were instructed to take a longer break.
Results
The false-alarm rate, P(FA), the sensitivity index, P(A) and the hit rate, P(H), were computed as in Experiment 2. Table 1 shows the mean values of each of these measures averaged over the eight listeners. A two (context condition)
by two (signal type) analysis of variance was performed on the P(FA), P(A), and P(H), data.
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. predicted direction (higher in the L-H than in the H-L condition), the change was not significant.
The mean values of sensitivity are shown in Table 1 As Table 1 indicates the hit rate for the rising tone was lower in the L-H contextual condition. The mean hit-rate for the falling tone was lower in the H-L contextual condition, but not significantly so.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 are similar to those of Experiment 2. The false-alarm rate was higher and the sensitivity and detection rate were lower for the rising signal when presented in the L-H context than when presented in the H-L context. The opposite was true for the falling signal, although the simple effects of context, while in the predicted direction, were not significant.
In general, the results of Experiment 3 indicate that auditory induction cannot be attributed solely to peripheral-masking factors. Since the to-be-induced and inducing sounds were presented to different ears, effects of either forward or backward peripheral-masking of the signals by the contextual tones were eliminated. Nevertheless, the same pattern of selective context-signal sensitivity impairment observed in Experiments 1 and 2 was obtained.
General discussion
The results indicate that auditory induction is a general phenomenon that can influence the perception of nonspeech sounds which are either constant or changing in frequency. By varying the type of signal and the contextual tone, it was shown that performance is lowered only for signals that are "in context."
That is, the false-alarm rate in detecting a pure-tone signal embedded in a noise burst is increased and sensitivity lowered if the signal is preceded and followed by a tone which provides a "context" consistent with the signal. The generalizability of previous research on auditory induction is limited since rapid alternation has been shown to distort the perception of stimuli (Bregman, 1978) . In these studies listeners were presented with alternating sounds and were asked to adjust the duration or intensity of one of these ."
alternating sounds until induction occurred. Houtgast (1972 Houtgast ( , p. 1891 states that "the existence of such a pulsation threshold is a very general feature of alternating stimuli." The present study demonstrates that auditory induction is a general feature of non-alternating or discrete stimuli as well.
The use of discrete rather than non-alternating stimuli also allows a signal-detection paradigm to be employed in the study of auditory induction. As Samuel (1981a Samuel ( , 1981b ) has demonstrated in a study of phonemic restoration, this
method allows the effects of auditory induction on perceptual performance to be evaluated. Samuel (1981a) showed that auditory induction can be beneficial to the perception of speech. The present study indicates, however, that auditory induction may not always be beneficial. In the perception of nonspeech sounds, auditory induction may also degrade performance by "restoring" sounds not present in that part of the auditory input being monitored, thus leading to an increase in false-signal reports. Thus although induction may be beneficial to perception, it can also degrade perceptual performance. In the present study factors other than auditory induction may have degraded performance. In 4l particular it may be argued that the effects attributed to auditory induction result from both peripheral and central masking.
Role of peripheral masking in auditory induction
It is possible that peripheral factors, notably masking, could have This suggests that the in-context impairment in the detectability of the constant signal could be due both to induction and to peripheral masking: since the constant signal and the contextual tones were the same frequency, backward and forward masking due to the contextual tone would be more efficient for the constant signal than for the other signals.
Overall detection performance was also lower for the constant signal than for the rising or falling signal in Experiment 2. However, unlike Experiment 1, The contextual tones that precede and follow the signal to be detected do -produce masking which degrades performance, but this degradation is general in nature, and has the effect of lowering overall detection-performance for all . signal types (as evidenced by the necessity of lowering the S/N ratio in .1
Experiment 3).
The contextual tones also produce auditory induction, but the effects of induction are not general but specific to signal type-detection is impaired only for "in-context" signals. The possibility of a central masking mechanism still exists, but it seems unlikely central masking alone could produce the differential results obtained. This would indicate that auditory induction is a "true effect," independent of masking, and one that is mediated centrally.
Summary
In conclusion, these esults indicate that auditory induction is a general factor influencing auditory perception and can be demonstrated either for discrete as well as continuous presentation of sounds. 
